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Smritivan is the largest memorial and museum to ever be built in modern
India and is dedicated to the victims of 2001 Gujarat earthquake and
celebrates the resilience of the people of Kutch It has been designed by
architect Rajeev Kathpalia, partner at Vastu Shilpa Consultants, and the 
 exhibits were designed by Design Factory India.
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Smritivan Earthquake Memorial and Museum is dedicated to the victims of
2001 Gujarat earthquake and celebrates the resilience of the people of Kutch

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
COVER IMAGE: COURTESY SMRITI VAN MUSEUM, GUJARAT TOURISM 
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https://cevisama.feriavalencia.com/en/


IN MULTIVERSE 
Spanish architect Andrés Jaque's, Office for Political Innovation, has completed
a school near Madrid that aims to stir a colourful and vivid imagination in
children. Located in Encinar de Los Reyes, on the northern outskirts of the
Spanish capital, Reggio School is a six-storey building featuring cork walls,
concrete arches, porthole windows and zigzagging roofs. The design of Reggio
School is based on the idea that architectural environments can arouse in
children a desire for exploration and inquiry. In this way, the building is thought
of as a complex ecosystem that makes it possible for students to direct their
own education through a process of self-driven collective experimentation. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

IN MULTIVERSE 

Reggio School, designed by Spanish architect Andrés Jaque's, Office for
Political Innovation has been included in the list of the most impressive
buildings to be finished in 2022 by El País ICON Design
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ABOVE IMAGE: COURTESY WWW.OFFICEFORPOLITICALINNOVATION.COM
PHOTOGRAPHER:  JOSÉ HEVIA
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Scandi-style interior design is clean, crisp, inviting, and calming yet very
interesting. As a movement, Scandinavian design began in the early 20th
century, mixing old and new styles from Denmark, Sweden, Iceland, Finland,
and Norway. In the 1950s, Scandinavian interior design gained traction in the
US and Canada. The scandinavian design reflects both modern trends and
traditional styles, leading to an overall style that blends a fresh design with
timeless craftsmanship.

 

Scandi style interior design is clean yet inviting, we share 6 ways to
incorporate this style in your space!

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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